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Abstract

In order to simultaneously improve system performance and resource utilization of distributed multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) radar systems, a joint resource allocation method is proposed to address the velocity
estimation problem for multiple targets tracking in this paper. The paper focuses to improve the tracking performance
for key targets using the remaining resources when the general targets have obtained resources to reach to tracking
requirements. Firstly, a criterion minimizing the velocity estimation mean square error (MSE) for a key target is
considered. Restricted by limited and relatively sufficient system resources and given velocity estimation requirements
for general targets, a joint resource allocation optimization model with transmitters, receivers, transmitted power, and
signal time is established. We propose a suboptimal method to approximately solve this problem. The method
separates the optimization into three steps, where each step transforms the corresponding mixed-Boolean optimization
problem into a second-order cone programming (SOCP) problem by convex relaxation. Finally, the approximately optimal
solution can be obtained by cyclic minimization method. Extensive simulations indicate that compared with
other methods, the proposed joint method can achieve the lowest velocity estimation MSE with the fewest
transmitters. Meanwhile, limited by the given velocity estimation MSE, the proposed method can focus on the
key target and achieve the whole velocity estimation error minimization while a greater flexibility for target tracking
number can be obtained. Moreover, random experiments can further validate and evaluate the proposed method’s
effectiveness and traceability with the given scenario.

Keywords: Distributed MIMO radar systems, Multiple targets tracking, Antenna selection, Power allocation, Signal time
allocation

1 Introduction
Distributed multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
radar is a kind of multi-static radar, but it is different
from the previous multi-static radar or netted radar [1,
2]. For the previous multi-static radar and netted radar
system, each radar works independently, transmitting
the local processing results to the CPU for information
fusion. However, the distributed MIMO radar can fuse
the echo information detected by each beam while the
signal is being transmitted and received, which is
equivalent to data fusion at the original signal level.
MIMO radar systems can offer enhanced target detec-
tion and localization capability by spatial multichannel

[3–5]. While distributed MIMO radar systems have ad-
vantages on the extended target model and multiple
targets monitoring by viewing the targets from differ-
ent angles [6]. Meanwhile, with the development of
stealth technology, the distributed MIMO radar sys-
tems are widely studied for the detection of stealth tar-
gets. Therefore, distributed MIMO radar systems
become the research hotspot in the field of radar tech-
nology. The advantages of distributed MIMO radar lies
in its flexible signal design and optimized system
structure. In fact, transmitted parameters and antenna
configuration can be regarded as system resources.
Therefore, the research of distributed MIMO radar
should mainly focus on the problem of resource alloca-
tion. In practical application, the radar resources may
be limited. For the better system performance, it is
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necessary to improve the resource utilization in the
multiple tasks system [7–12]. In this case, the resource
allocation problem of distributed MIMO radar be-
comes a hot topic, especially for the problem of power
allocation in low probability of interception (LPI) sys-
tem [13, 14]. In the war of multiple target tracking
[15], although target location is the mainly concerned
parameter, target velocity estimation can have a signifi-
cant effect on state prediction, which can further de-
termine resource allocation results. Once the
estimation error of target velocity is larger, especially
for the target at a high speed, the predicted target state
with estimation error will fail to obtain an optimal al-
location result. Considering the variability and uncer-
tainty of target velocity, the resource allocation
problem of multiple targets velocity estimation of dis-
tributed MIMO radar is worth studying.
The existing researches usually regard Bayesian

Cramer-Rao Bound (BCRB) [16, 17] as the parameter
estimation metric for the moving target. In [17], the
BCRB for the location and velocity estimation is de-
rived, and the results indicate the target state estima-
tion is affected by antenna selection and transmitted
parameters. Resource allocation problem usually is re-
garding as a non-convex optimization model. Under
the requirement of LPI, a sequential parameter convex
approximation (SPCA) method is proposed to solve the
non-convex power allocation problem of multiple
targets localization in [18]. Considering that more an-
tennas can lead to large data transmission and compu-
tation complexity, an antenna selection problem is
analyzed in [19–21]. With given performance require-
ments, a heuristic method is employed to select the
minimal antenna subset for lower computation com-
plexity. For better performance, an efficient two-step
semi-definite programming (SDP)-based solution is
proposed in [22] to solve the problem of joint node se-
lection and power allocation. And the non-convex
optimization problem can also be transformed into a
second-order cone programming (SOCP) problem [23].
Based on this, a joint method of antenna selection and
power allocation for target localization is solved in [24].
However, the previous researches mainly focus to

improve the overall system performance or resource
utilization, but ignore the specific task demands.
Therefore, there are still some deficiencies for the fur-
ther study.

� In terms of targets, target state is complicated
and changeable in wars, the velocity change needs
to be controlled for better target state prediction.
Subsequently, in the multiple targets tracking
system, it is usually unreasonable to treat all the
targets with the same requirement, radar system

should set different tracking accuracy
requirements for every target and divide them to
different priorities according to system tasks,
which has been ignored in [18].

� In terms of the system, existing researches usually
just consider the system performance or resource
utilization. While in the multiple targets tracking
system, considering the demands of different
priority targets, system performance and resource
utilization can be improved at the same time.
Moreover, more receivers can increase
communication load and computation complexity,
which has been ignored in [24].

� In terms of resource allocation method, SPCA
method proposed in [18] can just reach to a local
convergence, while SOCP can reach to an
approximate global convergence in [15].
To maximize the utilization, a joint multiple
resources allocation method will contribute to
better effects.

In this paper, we develop a resource allocation
method for the better velocity estimation. Targets are
divided into general targets and key targets according
to different velocity accuracy requirements. Supposing
that the system resources are relatively sufficient, the
optimization object is to improve the estimation per-
formance for key targets using all the remaining re-
sources when general targets have met the given
velocity estimation mean square error (MSE). In this
paper, limited system resources and partial given per-
formance requirements are considered. In this case, re-
source utilization and system performance can be
improved together. To exploit system potential, a joint
resource allocation problem including transmitter, re-
ceiver, transmitted power, and signal time, is studied in
this work, and the corresponding optimization problem
is solved by SOCP via convex relaxation. Finally, effect-
iveness of proposed method is verified by extensive
simulations.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we

introduce the system model and performance metric
for velocity estimation. In Section 3, we proposed a
three-step SOCP optimization method for the resource
allocation model. In Section 4, the performance of the
proposed method is evaluated by simulations where
fixed and random distributed system layouts are re-
spectively discussed. Finally, conclusions are drawn in
Section 5.

2 System model and performance metric
In this section, we introduce the system state model,
observation model, and present the performance
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metric for multiple targets velocity estimation in dis-
tributed MIMO radar systems.

2.1 State model
Consider a distributed MIMO system consisting of
M transmitters located at ðxtm; ytmÞ;m ¼ 1;…;M , and
N receivers located at ðxrn; yrnÞ; n ¼ 1;…;N . There are
Q moving targets of state ðxq; yq; vqx; vqyÞ; q ¼ 1;…;Q .

Orthogonal waveforms are transmitted with a low
pass equivalent signal sm(t), m = 1, …, M. The trans-
mitted power vector is p = [p1,…, pm,…, pM]

T. The
signal time vector is t = [t1,…, tm,…, tM]

T, where pm
and tm respectively represent the transmitted power
and the signal duration time for the mth
transmitter.

Define the target state vector xqk ¼ ½xqk ; yqk ; vqx;k ; vqy;k �T
for the qth target at state k. The target motion model
can be expressed as

xqkþ1 ¼ Fxqk þ vqk ð1Þ

where F is state transition matrix. vqk is zero-mean
and white Gaussian noise with covariance matrix Qk.
For an uniform motion model, F and Qk are of the
form (2) and (3).

F ¼ 1 Δt
0 1

� �
� I2 ð2Þ

Qk ¼ q0I2 �
1
3
Δt3

1
2
Δt2

1
2
Δt2 Δt

0
B@

1
CA ð3Þ

where ⊗is a symbol of kronecker product. Δt denotes
the sample interval. q0 denotes the density of process
noise. I2 is a 2 × 2 unit matrix.

2.2 Observation model
Define all the received signals r = [r1,…, rn,…, rN]

T,
where rn is the signals received from the nth receiver. It
can be expressed as

rn tð Þ ¼
XQ
q¼1

XM
m¼1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
αmqnpm

p
ξmqnsm t−τmqn

� �
e− jωmqnt þ wn tð Þ

ð4Þ

where mqn denotes the signal propagation path.
The signal transmitted from the mth transmitter is
reflected by the qth target, and the reflected signal
is received by the nth receiver. αmqn represents the

path loss on propagation path mqn, αmqn∝1=ðRq
mR

q
nÞ2 ,

Rq
m , and Rq

n respectively denote the range from the

mth transmitter to the qth target and the range
from the nth receiver to the qth target, which are of
the form

Rq
m ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
xtm−xq
� �2 þ ytm−yq

� �2q
Rq
n ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
xrn−xq
� �2 þ yrn−yq

� �2q
8<
: ð5Þ

ξmqn is the deterministic and complex target reflection
coefficient. Let τmqn denote the signal propagation time
on path mqn, satisfying τmqn ¼ ðRq

m þ Rq
nÞ=c, where c is

the light speed. ωmqn is the Doppler frequency shift due
to target moving, satisfying

ωmqn ¼ −
2π
λ

cosϕq
m þ cosφq

n

� �
vqx þ sinϕq

m þ sinφq
n

� �
vqy

h i
ð6Þ

The term λ is signal wavelength. ϕq
m and φq

n respect-
ively represent the observation angle from the mth
transmitter and the nth receiver to the qth target.
The term wn(t) represents zero-mean and complex
white Gaussian noise with autocorrelation function σ2w
δðτÞ.
At state k, the fusion center collects the range and

Doppler information to estimate target states. The ob-
servation model for the qth target can be expressed
as

zqk ¼ f xqk
� �þ nq

k ð7Þ

where zqk is the observed vector, including signal propagation

time and Doppler frequency shift. zqk ¼ ½ðτqkÞT ðωq
kÞT�

T
,

τqk ¼ τ1q1;k ;…; τ1qn;k ;…; τMq1;k ;…τMqN ;k
� �T

ωq
k ¼ ω1q1;k ;…;ω1qn;k ;…;ωMq1;k ;…;ωMqN ;k

� �T
(

ð8Þ

f(⋅) denotes the nonlinear observation process. nq
k is

observation noise.
Extend Kalman filter (EKF) is employed for targets

tracking in this paper.

2.3 Performance metric
At high signal to noise ratio (SNR), BCRB can provide
lower bound of parameter estimation error for target
tracking [25]. According to [17], Bayesian information
matrix (BIM) for the qth target tracking is
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JB xqk
� � ¼ Qk−1 þ FJB

−1 xqk−1
� �

FT
� �−1 þ JD xqk

� � ð9Þ

where F is state transition matrix, JDðxqkÞ is the fisher in-
formation matrix (FIM) of xqk , which can be obtained by
applying the chain rule [26],

JD xqk
� � ¼ E Y xqk

� �
JD zqk
� �

YT xqk
� �� � ð10Þ

where E[⋅] denotes the expectation. JDðzqkÞ is the FIM of
zqk , which can be calculated by the conditional probabil-
ity density function,

ln p rjzqk
� �� �

∝−
1
σ2
w

XN
n¼1

Z
T

rqn tð Þ−
XM
m¼1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
αmqnpm

p
ξmqnsm t−τmqn

� �
e−jwmqnt

					
					
2

dt

ð11Þ

where rqnðtÞ is the signals reflected by the qth target and
received from the nth receiver. Therefore, we can get

JD zqk
� � ¼ 8π2 diag

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
αmqn

p
ξmqn

		 		2=σ2w � f rtmpm

 �

ð12Þ

where fr is pulse repetition frequency. diag{⋅} denotes matrix
diagonalization. YðxqkÞ is a Jacobi matrix, YðxqkÞ ¼ Δxqk

zqk , the

derivation of zqk with respect to xqk . YðxqkÞ is calculated by

Y xqk
� � ¼ Δxqk

zqk

¼
Δxqk

τqk Δyqk
τqk Δvqx;k

τqk Δvqy;k
τqk

Δxqk
ωq
k Δyqk

ωq
k Δvqx;k

ωq
k Δvqy;k

ωq
k

" #T
ð13Þ

where Δxqk
τqk ;Δyqk

τqk ;Δvqx;k
τqk ;Δvqy;k

τqk ;Δxqk
ωq
k ;Δyqk

ωq
k ;Δvqx;k

ωq
k ;

Δvqy;k
ωq
k can be easily calculated by targets state and an-

tenna layout, which can be expressed as (14) and (15).

Δvqx;k
τqk

h i
mn

¼ Δvqy;k
τqk

h i
mn

¼ 0

Δvqx;k
ωq
k

h i
mn

¼ 2π
λ

cosϕq
m;k þ sinφq

n;k


 �
Δvqy;k

ωq
k

h i
mn

¼ 2π
λ

sinϕq
m;k þ cosφq

n;k


 �

9>>>>=
>>>>;

ð15Þ

The first item of JBðxqkÞ in (9) is just connected with
the BIM and motion model at state k − 1, which can be
regarded as constant at state k. Since the BIM mainly
depends on the second item JD, we propose an approxi-
mate method for the theoretical analysis with JB ≈ JD
where JD embraces the major information about re-
source function when the system resource is sufficient.
Therefore, the theoretical analysis in this paper is an ap-
proximate method. Define Cq as the Bayesian
Cramer-Rao matrix for the qth target by inverting the

FIM, Cq ¼ ½JBðxqkÞ�−1 , whose diagonal elements are the
lower-bounds on the variance of the target states estima-
tion. For the qth target, with respect to the original vel-
ocity variables vqx , v

q
y , the estimated value v̂qx , v̂

q
y , meets

varðv̂qxÞ þ varðv̂qyÞ≥ diagCq
ð3Þþ diagCq

ð4Þ , where var(⋅)

denotes variance operator and diagCq
ð3Þ and diagCq

ð4Þ
respectively denotes the CRLB for vqx and vqy .

According to [19], the BCRB of velocity estimation for
the qth target can be derived as

Vq ¼ diagCq
3ð Þþ diagCq

4ð Þ
¼ gq þ hq

η � 2π=λð Þ2 gqhq− zqð Þ2� � ð16Þ

where gq, hq, and zq are defined as

gq ¼
XN
n¼1

XM
m¼1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
αmqn

p
ξmqn

		 		2 cosϕq
m þ cosφq

n

� �2
pmt

2
m f tm f rn

hq ¼
XN
n¼1

XM
m¼1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
αmqn

p
ξmqn

		 		2 sinϕq
m þ sinφq

n

� �2
pmt

2
m f tm f rn

zq ¼
XN
n¼1

XM
m¼1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
αmqn

p
ξmqn

		 		2 sinϕq
m þ sinφq

n

� �
cosϕq

m þ cosφq
n

� �
pmt

2
m f tm f rn

8>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>:

ð17Þ
where η ¼ 8π2=σ2w. Introduce a vector of binary variables
f tm; f

r
n∈f0; 1g , respectively representing the selection

variable for the mth transmitter and the nth receiver,

Δxqk
τqk

h i
mn

¼ 1
c

cosϕq
m;k þ sinφq

n;k


 �
; Δyqk

τqk

h i
mn

¼ 1
c

sinϕq
m;k þ cosφq

n;k


 �
Δxqk

ωq
k

h i
mn

¼ −
2π
λ

−vqx;k
sin2ϕq

m;k

Rq
m;k

þ sin2φq
n;k

Rq
n;k

 !
þ vqy;k

sinϕq
m;k cosϕq

m;k

Rq
m;k

þ sinφq
n;k cosφq

n;k

Rq
n;k

 !( )

Δyqk
ωq
k

h i
mn

¼ −
2π
λ

vqy;k
cos2ϕq

m;k

Rq
m;k

þ cos2φq
n;k

Rq
n;k

 !
−vqx;k

sinϕq
m;k cosϕq

m;k

Rq
m;k

þ sinφq
n;k cosφq

n;k

Rq
n;k

 !( )

9>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>;

ð14Þ
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where 0 denotes abandoned and 1 denotes selected. The se-
lection vectors for transmitters and receivers can be expressed

as f t ¼ ½ f t1;…; f tm;…; f tM�T and f r ¼ ½ f r1;…; f rn;…; f rN �T.
According to [23], we can define ζmqn ¼ 4η � ð2π=λÞ2
cos2ðϕq

m−φ
q
n

2 Þj ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiαmqn
p

ξmqnj2 , and the function of (16) can
be transformed as

Vq f t; f r; p; tð Þ ¼ 4 � F r
THqv

vT Hqð ÞTΣqHqv
ð18Þ

where Fr = fr⊗1, v=p⊙ t2⊙ ft, Hq ¼ ½Hq
1;…;Hq

n;…;Hq
N �T,

Hq
n ¼ diagfζ1qn;…; ζmqn;…; ζMqng. Σqis a symmetric matrix

of rank(Σq)≤ 3, given by

Σq ¼ F rF r
T− F r⊙Cqð Þ F r⊙Cqð ÞT− F r⊙Sqð Þ F r⊙Sqð ÞT

ð19Þ

where

Cq ¼ Cq
1;…;Cq

m;…;Cq
M

� �T
Cq

n ¼ Cq
1n;…;Cq

mn;…;Cq
Mn

� �
Cq

mn ¼ cos ϕq
m þ φq

n

� �
Sq ¼ Sq1;…; Sqm;…; SqM

� �T
Sqn ¼ Sq1n;…; Sqmn;…; SqMn

� �
Sqmn ¼ sin ϕq

m þ φq
n

� �
8<
:

ð20Þ

Therefore, (18) is the velocity estimation error low
bound, which can be used as the performance metric
for velocity estimation.

3 Methods
In this section, we formulate the resource allocation
model and propose a three-step suboptimal method
by transforming the problem into SOCP problems.

3.1 Problem formulation
Due to different tasks for targets, different velocity
estimation requirements for each target are consid-
ered. We define the target set as {1,…, q,…, q∗,…,Q},
including general targets {1,…, q,…,Q} and one key
target q∗. When the transmitters, receivers, and trans-
mitted power and signal time are limited and rela-
tively sufficient, restricted by given velocity estimation
MSE requirements for general targets, the resource
allocation model for better estimation performance of
the key target q∗ can be formulated as

min
f t; fr;p;t

Vq� f t; f r;p; tð Þ

s:t:

1Tp ¼ Ptotal

1Tt ¼ T total

1T f t≤Kt
1T f r≤Kr
0≤pm≤pmax;m∈ 1;…;Mf g
0≤ tm≤ tmax;m∈ 1;…;Mf g
f tm; f

r
n∈ 0; 1f g;m∈ 1;…;Mf g; n∈ 1;…;Nf g

Vq f t; f r; p; tð Þ≤MSEq; q∈ 1;…;Qf g=q�

8>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>:

ð21Þ
where Ptotal and Ttotal respectively denote total transmit-
ted power and total signal time. The corresponding
upper bounds are given by pmax and tmax. Kt and Kr re-
spectively denote the allowed maximal transmitter num-
ber and receiver number. MSEq is the allowed velocity
estimation MSE for the qth target.

3.2 Three-step SOCP optimization method
Since antenna variables are Boolean type and transmit-
ted parameters are successive type, problem in (21) can
be classified as a mixed Boolean optimization problem,
which can be separated into some suboptimal problems
and solved by a cyclic minimization method [27, 28].
Here, we introduce an auxiliary variable λq for each tar-
get, Vq(ft, fr, p, t) ≤ (λq)‐1. Generally, the MSE require-
ments of general targets {1,…, q,…,Q} are larger than
that of key target q∗. After meeting the general targets’
estimation MSE by maximizing resource utilization, all
the remaining resources can be allocated to the key tar-
get for the best performance. The optimization model
can be transformed as (22) where the objective function

is about λq
�
to get its best tracking performance for the

key target and the last two constraints are about general
targets λq, q ∈ {1,…,Q}/q∗, with their given MSE
requirements.

min
f t; fr;p;t

λq
�� �−1

s:t:

1Tp ¼ Ptotal

1Tt ¼ T total

1T f t≤Kt
1T f r≤Kr
0≤pm≤pmax;m∈ 1;…;Mf g
0≤ tm≤ tmax;m∈ 1;…;Mf g
f tm; f

r
n∈ 0; 1f g;m∈ 1;…;Mf g; n∈ 1;…;Nf g

Vq f t; f r; p; tð Þ≤ λqð Þ−1; q∈ 1;…;Qf g=q�
0≤ λqð Þ−1≤MSEq; q∈ 1;…;Qf g=q�

8>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð22Þ
where the objective function of (22) is nonlinear. Considering

that min
f t; f r;p;t

ðλq� Þ−1 can be equivalent to min
f t; fr;p;t

−λq
�
. For sim-

plicity, (22) can be further transformed as
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min
f t; fr;p;t

−λq
�

s:t:

1Tp ¼ Ptotal

1Tt ¼ T total

1T f t≤Kt
1T f r≤Kr
0≤pm≤pmax;m∈ 1;…;Mf g
0≤ tm≤ tmax;m∈ 1;…;Mf g
f tm; f

r
n∈ 0; 1f g;m∈ 1;…;Mf g; n∈ 1;…;Nf g

λq � Vq f t; f r;p; tð Þ≤1; q∈ 1;…;Qf g=q�
λq≥1=MSEq; q∈ 1;…;Qf g=q�

8>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð23Þ

To simplify the problem model, proposition 1 will be
applied to (23).
Proposition 1: The optimal transmitted power popt and

time topt of problem (23) are related through

popt ¼ Ptotal

TTotal
topt ð24Þ

Proof: See Appendix A.
As this proposition, (23) can be separated into a prob-

lem of three optimal variables. According to [23], the an-
tenna selection variables can be relaxed to successive
variables. The objective function of (23) is linear, while
the eighth constraint is convex function of v and Fr. Be-
sides, Σq is a matrix with a low rank. The convexity and
low rank properties can be exploited to develop efficient
allocation method. Consequently, the joint allocation
formulation is equivalent to a SOCP problem. To trans-
form the optimization model to a SOCP form, propos-
ition 2 will be applied to model (23).
Proposition 2: The eighth constraint of (23) λq ×Vq(ft,

fr, p, t) ≤ 1 is equivalent to the SOCP form

F r⊙Aqð Þy þ bk k≤ F rð ÞTy−2λq ð25Þ

where Aq = [Cq, Sq, 0]T, y =Hqv,b = [0, 0, 2λq]T.
Proof: See Appendix B.
Here, the transmitters, receivers, transmitted power,

and signal time are optimized in turn. The specific
optimization process is presented as 1)–5).
1) Variables initialization
Relax the Boolean variables f tm; f

r
n∈f0; 1g to successive

variables f tm; f
r
n∈½0; 1� . Uniform allocation is employed

for initial power vector p∗ = Ptotal/M ⋅ 1, initial time vec-
tor t∗ = Ttotal/M ⋅ 1. And all receivers are selected f�r ¼ 1,
F�
r ¼ f�r � 1.
2) Transmitter selection
The transmitter selection formulation is equivalent to

a SOCP as follows

min
f t

−λq
�

1

s:t:

1T f t≤Kt
0≤ f tm≤1;m∈ 1;…;Mf g

F�
r⊙Aq

� �
Hq p�⊙ t�ð Þ2⊙f t
� �þ b1

�� ��≤ F�
r

� �T
Hq p�⊙ t�ð Þ2⊙f t
� �

−2λq1
λq1 ≥1=MSEq; q∈ 1;…;Qf g=q�

8>><
>>:

ð26Þ
where Aq = [Cq, Sq, 0]T and b1 ¼ ½0; 0; 2λq1�T . Different
from (23), the object function and constraints for ft and
λq1 are linear in (26). The problem can be solved by a
convex optimization method. In this case, we can get
the solution f�t for the relaxed problem, where f�t can be
fractional.
3) Receiver selection
Using the selection result f�t , the receiver selection for-

mulation can be transformed into a SOCP in a similar way

min
fr

−λq
�

2

s:t:

1T f r≤Kr
0≤ f rn≤1; n∈ 1;…;Nf g
Fr⊙Aqð ÞHqv� þ b2k k≤ FrTHqv�−2λq2

λq2≥1=MSEq; q∈ 1;…;Qf g=q�

8>><
>>:

ð27Þ

where Fr = fr⊗ 1 and b2 ¼ ½0; 0; 2λq2�T. Similarly, the solu-
tion f�r and F�

r for relaxed problem (27) can be fractional.
4) Power and time allocation
After the antenna selection f�t ; f

�
r , using Proposition 1,

the problem of joint transmitted power and time alloca-

tion can be expressed as (28) where b3 ¼ ½0; 0; 2λq3�T .
The optimal power and time allocation results are re-
spectively p∗ and t∗.

min
p

−λq
�

3

s:t:

1Tp ¼ Ptotal

1Tt ¼ T total

t ¼ T total

Ptotal
p

0≤pm≤pmax;m∈ 1;…;Mf g
0≤ tm≤ tmax;m∈ 1;…;Mf g

F�
r⊙Aq

� �
Hq p⊙t2⊙ f�t
� �þ b3

�� ��≤ F�
r

� �T
Hq p⊙t2⊙ f�t
� �

−2λq3
λq3 ≥1=MSEq; q∈ 1;…;Qf g=q�

8>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>:

ð28Þ

5) Result correction
Jump to 2), circulation stops until the convergence is

ensured for −λq
�

3 . Then we will choose the Kt largest ele-

ments of f�t . Let foptt be the corresponding 0–1 vector.
Similarly, the Kr largest elements of f�r are transformed

into foptr . Repeat 4) for one time, using foptt and foptr . The
optimal power popt and time topt can be efficiently ob-
tained. Finally, correct foptt with popt and topt.
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4 Results and discussion
Consider a distributed MIMO radar system with M = 6,
N = 6. The allowed transmitter and receiver subsets are
set to be Kt = 4, Kr = 4. The total transmitted power is
Ptotal = 6 kw, the power upper bound for each trans-
mitter is pmax = 4 kw. And the corresponding time
constraints are Ttotal = 0.6 s, tmax = 0.4 s. In a 20 km
× 20 km area, three targets are considered. In this
paper, we define target 1 as the key target for better esti-
mation performance. Target 2 and target 3 are general
targets with larger MSE requirements. We assume that
the system resources are enough for three targets. Under
the premise of meeting general targets’ requirements,
the remaining resources can still achieve good perform-
ance for the key target. The velocity estimation MSE for
three targets is MSE = [MSE1, MSE2, MSE3]. In this
paper, we discuss three different MSE requirements to
test the proposed method. The detailed values and
meanings for MSE are described in Table 1. We consider
four different allocation methods and each method is de-
scribed in Table 2.
In this section, we compare the allocation results of dif-

ferent allocation methods and velocity estimation MSE re-
quirements. To demonstrate the influence of antenna
geometrical deployment on estimation performance, fixed
distribution scenario and random distribution scenario for
antennas and targets trajectory are respectively studied in
Section 4.1 and 4.2. To clearly analyze and compare the
allocation performance, we extract and study target states
at one state.

4.1 Fixed distribution scenario
At one state, we obtain the geometrical deployment of
antennas and targets location as Fig. 1. Three different
MSE requirements in Table 1 are analyzed. In this sec-
tion, different allocation methods are studied to improve
target velocity estimation performance.
To evaluate the estimation performance for the key

target, we assume the velocity estimation requirement is
MSE = [inf, inf , inf]m2/s2, which means only the key tar-
get is focused. The velocity estimation accuracy and

resource allocation results are given in Fig. 2. The vel-
ocity estimation results show that more resource types
mean larger controllable adjustable scope, and signal
time has a more significant impact than transmitted
power on estimation performance. The resource alloca-
tion results for transmitted power and time are respect-
ively shown in Fig. 2b, c where more resources can be
allocated to transmitter 2 and transmitter 5 close to the
key target, which indicate that transmitters close to tar-
gets play an important part in target tracking.
Considering that velocity estimation MSE should be

suited to the specific target task. Under velocity esti-
mation requirements MSE = [inf, 102, inf]m2/s2 and
MSE = [inf, 202, 202]m2/s2, the allocation results are re-
spectively shown in Figs. 3 and 4. For the former, the key
target and target 2 are tracked together. In Fig. 3a, the last
two allocation methods can meet given MSE requirements
and achieve higher estimation accuracy. In Fig. 3b, c,

Table 1 The detailed value and meaning of different MSE

Discussed MSE
values (m2/s2)

Meaning of each MSE value

MSE = [inf, inf , inf] Ignore the target 2 and target 3, all the resources
will be used for the key target.

MSE = [inf, 102, inf] Ignore the target 3. Two targets are considered.
The system resources will firstly meet target 2’s
requirement, and all the remaining resources will
be used for key target.

MSE = [inf, 202, 202] Three targets are considered. The system
resources will firstly meet target 2 and target 3,
and all the remaining resources will be used for
key target.

Table 2 Resource allocation methods

Allocation
methods

Meaning of method symbols

ft, fr ft denotes transmitter vector.fr denotes receiver vector.
ft, fr is a joint transmitter and receiver selection method
where transmitted power and signal time employ
uniform allocation.

ft, fr, p p denotes transmitted power vector. ft, fr, p is a joint
allocation method of antenna selection and
transmitted power allocation where signal time
employs uniform allocation.

ft, fr, t t denotes signal time vector.ft, fr, t is a joint allocation
method of antenna selection and signal time allocation
where transmitted power employs uniform allocation.

f t; f r ; t; p
ðproposedÞ

ft, fr, t, p is a proposed joint allocation method of
antenna selection and transmitted power, signal time
allocation.

Fig. 1 Radars and targets layout
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transmitter 3 and transmitter 5 can get all the power and
signal time, which is similar with that of Fig. 2. To get the
best estimation performance for the key target, transmitter
5 close to the key target is allocated the major resources.
For the later, three targets are focused. When meeting the
general targets’ demands, the key target can get the best
performance. Moreover, transmitter 2 and transmitter 3
are both embraced for two general targets.
We compare the estimation performance of Figs. 2, 3,

and 4. With the increasing focused target number, the
performance for key target is changing, which depends
on the specific MSE requirements. Compared with the
first three methods, the proposed joint method can get
the best estimation performance for the key target and
minimize the total MSE error.

4.2 Random distribution scenario
To better analyze the influence of system layout, random
distribution scenario is simulated in this case, where tar-
gets, transmitters, and receivers are randomly distributed

and the minimal distance among them is 2 km. The per-
formance is evaluated from the average value of 500
simulations.
Considering that the receivers always select the max-

imal receiver number, in a random distribution scenario,
the velocity estimation accuracy and transmitter number
with different resource allocation methods are shown in
Figs. 5, 6, and 7 for the corresponding velocity estima-
tion MSE. In Fig. 5a, since there is no estimation re-
quirements for target 2 and target 3, random
experiments indicate that they get the approximate same
estimation accuracy while the key target can get the best
estimation performance. In Fig. 6a, using the first three
methods, key target and target 3 can get the same esti-
mation accuracy. Meanwhile, the estimation accuracy of
target 2 is worse than its MSE requirement, which
means that system resources are all focused on target 2,
inconsiderate to the key target when the general target’s
MSE requirement is hard to achieve. For the last pro-
posed method, target 2 can achieve its MSE requirement

a b c
Fig. 2 Experimental results with MSE = [inf, inf , inf]m2/s2. a Velocity estimation accuracy. b Power allocation results. c Time allocation results

ba c
Fig. 3 Experimental results with MSE = [inf, 102, inf]m2/s2. a Velocity estimation accuracy. b Power allocation results. c Time allocation results
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and the key target get better estimation accuracy, which
indicates that proposed joint allocation method can
mostly improve the resource utilization and estimation
performance. In Fig. 7a, though all methods can meet
the MSE requirements, the proposed joint allocation
method can further improve the estimation accuracy.
Comparing the total estimation error of different alloca-
tion methods in Figs. 5a, 6a, and 7a, we can find the
proposed method can get the minimal total velocity esti-
mation error. The selected transmitter proportions for
different MSE requirements and allocation methods are
compared in Figs. 5b, 6b, and 7b where the results indi-
cate that joint antenna and transmitted parameter allo-
cation can reduce the selected transmitter number, in
particular the proposed method selects the fewest trans-
mitters. Moreover, the transmitter number is gradually
increased with more target number focused.
In this case, for the defined system task, the joint alloca-

tion methods perform better than single antenna selection.

Moreover, the proposed method can reach to the minimal
error using the fewest transmitters when meeting the vel-
ocity estimation MSE requirements. The results are consist-
ent with that in the fixed distribution scenario.

5 Conclusions
In the distributed MIMO radar systems, a joint resource
allocation method with transmitters, receivers, transmit-
ted power, and signal time is proposed for better velocity
estimation in multiple targets tracking system. In this
work, we improve the estimation performance for key
target when maximizing the system resource utilization
of general targets. We formulate the optimization prob-
lem to a three-step suboptimal method where each
optimization problem is transformed into a SOCP form
by convex relaxation. Finally, an approximate optimal
solution can be obtained.
In fixed distribution scenario, the simulations show that

the proposed joint allocation method can meet the MSE

ba c
Fig. 4 Experimental results with MSE = [inf, 202, 202]m2/s2. a Velocity estimation accuracy. b Power allocation results. c Time allocation results

ba
Fig. 5 Velocity estimation accuracy and transmitter number at random layout MSE = [inf, inf , inf]m2/s2.a Velocity estimation accuracy b
transmitter proportion
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requirements with fewer transmitters and achieve the
smaller total estimation error than other methods. By
adjusting the estimation MSE requirements, the proposed
method can control target number more flexibly when en-
suring the demand of the key target. Compared with
transmitted power, the signal time has more impact on
the estimation performance. In addition, the random dis-
tribution scenario further validates the superiority of the
proposed allocation method, which indicates that more re-
sources like transmitters are needed for more targets or
lower MSE requirements. The extensive random experi-
ments provide the estimation performance and transmit-
ter number for different targets number and estimation
requirements, which can contribute to the evaluation on
the traceability for given system sources and tracking task
in fixed area in practical application.
In this work, resource allocation method for velocity

estimation is studied. The future studies will concentrate

on improving the joint location and velocity estimation
performance. Moreover, the relation among target num-
ber, system resources, and performance requirements
will be considered. Further, detection is the prerequisite
for tracking, and a track-before-detect processing can
actually help improve the detection probability, which
should also be considered in the resource allocation
problem of target detection and will be better to balance
the resource allocation between detection and tracking
tasks [29, 30]. A resource allocation system with three
tasks including a track-before-detect processing, target
detection, and tracking should be taken into account.

6 Appendix A
Proof: According to (18), the optimal power popt and sig-
nal time topt are collinear. We define a power vector p̂
and time vector t̂, satisfying

ba
Fig. 6 Velocity estimation accuracy and transmitter number at random layout MSE = [inf, 102, inf]m2/s2. a Velocity estimation accuracy b
Transmitter proportion

ba
Fig. 7 Velocity estimation accuracy and transmitter number at random layout MSE = [inf, 202, 202]m2/s2. a Velocity estimation accuracy b
Transmitter proportion
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p̂ i ¼ PtotalXM
m¼1

poptm

� �1
3 toptm

� �2
3

popti

� �1
3 topti

� �2
3

t̂i ¼ T totalXM
m¼1

poptm

� �1
3 toptm

� �2
3

popti

� �1
3 topti

� �2
3

8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:

ð29Þ

Then,

Trq p̂; t̂
� � ¼

XM
m¼1

poptm

� �1
3 toptm

� �2
3

" #3

PtotalT 2
Total

Trq popt; toptð Þ ð30Þ

By Holder inequality, ½PM
m¼1 ðpoptm Þ13ðtoptm Þ23�3≤

½ð1TpoptÞ13ð1TtoptÞ23�
3

for poptm ; toptm ≥0 . Due to the con-
straints of 1Tpopt = Ptotal and 1Ttopt = Ttotal, we can
get

XM
m¼1

poptm

� �1
3 toptm

� �2
3

" #3
≤PtotalT

2
Total ð31Þ

which is equivalent to

Trq p̂; t̂
� �

≤Trq popt; toptð Þ ð32Þ
Consequently, we can obtain p̂ ¼ popt , t̂ ¼ topt . There-

fore, for the joint transmitted power and signal time al-
location, the optimal solution of (21) meets

popt ¼ Ptotal

TTotal
topt ð33Þ

7 Appendix B
Proof: According to (18), let Hqv = y, applying (19), the
equation λq × Vq(ft, fr, p, t) ≤ 1 is equivalent to

4λqF r
Ty≤yTF rF r

Ty−yT F r⊙Cqð Þ F r⊙Cqð ÞTy−yT F r⊙Sqð Þ F r⊙Sqð ÞTy
ð34Þ

After completing the square, we can get

yT F r⊙Cqð Þ F r⊙Cqð ÞTy
þ yT F r⊙Sqð Þ F r⊙Sqð ÞTy
þ 2λqð Þ2≤ F r

Ty−2λq
� �2 ð35Þ

Let Aq = [Cq, Sq, 0]T, b = [0, 0, 2λq]T. Since Fr
Ty − 2λq ≥ 0,

the inequality (35) can be equivalent to the SOCP.

Fr⊙Aqð Þy þ bk k≤ F rð ÞTy−2λq ð36Þ
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